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Abstract
Yang-Mills instantons on ALE gravitational instantons were constructed by Kron-
heimer and Nakajima in terms of matrices satisfying algebraic equations. These were
conveniently organized into a quiver. We construct generic Yang-Mills instantons on
ALF gravitational instantons. Our data are formulated in terms of matrix-valued
functions of a single variable, that are in turn organized into a bow. We introduce the
general notion of a bow, its representation, its associated data and moduli space of
solutions. For a judiciously chosen bow the Nahm transform maps any bow solution
to an instanton on an ALF space. We demonstrate that this map respects all complex
structures on the moduli spaces, so it is likely to be an isometry, and use this fact to
study the asymptotics of the moduli spaces of instantons on ALF spaces.
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1 Introduction
In the paper entitled “Polygons and Gravitons” [1] Hitchin rederives the Gibbons-Hawking
form [2, 3] of the hyperka¨hler metrics on deformations of R4{Zk 1 from the corresponding
twistor spaces. These metrics are Ak ALE spaces. Similar techniques are used in [4] and
[5] to obtain all ALF metrics. In this paper we construct Yang-Mills instantons1 on these
ALF spaces. To this end we introduce bow diagrams, which are of interest in their own
right.
The study of instantons involves a diverse number of techniques ranging from differ-
ential geometry and integrability to representation theory and string theory. Since the
construction by Kronheimer and Nakajima [6] of instantons on ALE spaces, the moduli
spaces of these instantons emerged in a number of other areas of mathematics and theoreti-
cal physics. In [6] an instanton configuration is encoded in terms of quiver data, so that the
instanton moduli spaces can be interpreted as quiver varieties. The connections between
instantons and the representation theory are particularly intriguing. The relation between
representations of Kac-Moody algebras and cohomology groups of instanton moduli spaces
was discovered by Nakajima [7, 8]. In [9] quantum groups are constructed in terms of
quivers. More recently a version of the geometric Langlands duality for complex surfaces
was formulated in [10, 11, 12], relating moduli spaces of instantons on ALE spaces, repre-
sentations of affine Kac-Moody algebras, and double affine Grassmanians. Such relations
appeared in the physics literature in [13] and [14]. A beautiful string theory derivation of
this correspondence appeared recently in [15]. In fact, from the string theory picture of
[15] it is more natural to consider instantons on ALF, rather than on ALE, spaces. The
construction of such instantons is exactly the problem that we pursue in this paper. We
introduce the notion of a bow, thereby generalizing the notion of a quiver. Just as for a
quiver we also introduce a representation of a bow and the moduli space of its representa-
tion. These moduli spaces are richer and have larger L2 cohomology. We expect that these
also have a representation-theoretic interpretation.
We would like to emphasize that almost any meaningful question about quiver varieties
can be studied for the bow varieties we define here. Any bow has a zero interval length limit
in which it becomes a quiver. Any representation of the limiting quiver appears as a limit
of some representation of the original bow. Not all bow representations, however, become
quiver representations in this limit. As formulated in [16], there is a certain reciprocity
acting on the bows and their respective representations. In particular, the representations
that have a good quiver limit are exactly those for which the dual bow representation is
balanced, as defined in Section 9.1. For these bow representations the corresponding bow
variety is isomorphic to the corresponding quiver variety2. For all other representations,
however, bow varieties appear to differ from quiver varieties.
1An instanton is a finite action hermitian connection with self-dual curvature two-form.
2We ought to emphasize that as Riemannian manifolds these bow and quiver moduli spaces differ.
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1.1 Background
1.1.1 General Constructions of Instantons
All instanton configurations on flat R4 were constructed in [17] by a technique now called
the ADHM construction. The ADHM data is encoded in terms of a quiver with one vertex
and one edge.
This construction was generalized by Nahm in [18] to produce all instantons on R3S1.
The Nahm data can no longer be interpreted as quiver data. It finds a natural interpretation
in terms of a particular simple bow.
Considering ADHM construction data invariant under the action of a finite subgroup Γ
of SUp2q  SOp4q, Kronheimer and Nakajima [6] constructed instantons on deformations
of R4{Γ, which are called ALE gravitational instantons.
All of these constructions were rediscovered within string theory. See [19], [20] for the
ADHM construction, [21] for the Kronheimer-Nakajima construction on Ak ALE space,
[22] the Kronheimer-Nakajima construction on a general ALE space, and [23] for the Nahm
construction.
A number of interesting explicit instanton solutions based on these general constructions
were obtained. Some such examples are three instantons on R4 [24], instantons on Eguchi-
Hanson space [25], and single caloron [26, 27], to name a few.
1.1.2 Instantons on the Taub-NUT and on the multi-Taub-NUT
Some instantons on the Taub-NUT space and even on multi-Taub-NUT space which have
trivial holonomy at infinity are found in [28] and [29]. It is proved in [30] that this construc-
tion provides all instantons of instanton number one. This construction, unfortunately, is
limited, since it is hard to introduce nontrivial monodromy at infinity and since it is not
clear how to generalize it to generic configurations with larger instanton numbers. It is
very useful indeed in generating examples of large instanton number configurations.
A general construction of instantons on the Taub-NUT and on the multi-Taub-NUT
spaces can be formulated in terms of A-type bows as in [31] and [16]. In particular, as an
illustration of this construction, the moduli space of one instanton on the Taub-NUT space
is found in [31] and the explicit one instanton connection is found in [16].
In this work we aim to formulate a general construction for generic instantons on ALF
spaces. While an instanton on an ALE space is determined by matrices satisfying algebraic
equations, an instanton on an ALF space is determined by matrix-valued functions satis-
fying ordinary differential equations. If for an ALE space the corresponding ADHM data
is conveniently organized into a quiver, for each ALF space we introduce a corresponding
bow to serve the same purpose.
A quiver is a collection of points and oriented edges connecting some of them. Given
a quiver one can construct a corresponding bow. In order to obtain this bow, consider
a collection of oriented and parameterized intervals, each interval Iσ corresponding to a
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point σ of the original quiver. If any two points σ and ρ of the quiver are connected by an
edge oriented from σ to ρ, we connect the corresponding intervals by an edge, so that this
edge connects the right end of the former interval Iσ to the left end of the latter interval Iρ.
Sending the lengths of all of the intervals to zero reduces this bow to the original quiver.
For a quiver there is a notion of a representation assigning a pair of vector spaces to
each vertex [7]. Here we define a notion of a representation of a bow, which generalizes a
quiver representation. Bow representations are richer: if we consider the zero length limit
in which a bow degenerates into a quiver, only some of the bow’s representations produce
a limiting conventional representations of a quiver. This provides one of the motivations
behind this work, as the new representations, as well as the moduli spaces associated with
them, should carry additional information about self-dual Yang-Mills configurations and,
one might expect, about representations of Kac-Moody algebras.
1.2 Yang-Mills Instanton
A connection pd A^ q on a Hermitian vector bundle over a Riemannian four-manifoldM
is said to be a Yang-Mills instanton if its curvature two-form F  dA A^A is self-dual
3 under the action of the Hodge star operation:
F  F, (1)
and if the Chern number of the corresponding bundle is finite:»
M
tr F ^ F   8. (2)
Here we limit our consideration to the base manifold (which is also referred to as the
background) M being a self-dual gravitational instanton. Moreover, we only let M to be
an ALF space as defined below.
1.3 Self-dual Gravitational Instantons
A self-dual gravitational instanton is a Riemannian manifold pM, gq with the self-dual
Riemann curvature two-form valued in EndpTMq:
R  R, (3)
and finite Pontrjagin number »
M
tr R^R   8. (4)
3Whether one studies instantons satisfying F  F or anti-instantons satisfying F  F is a matter
of taste, as these two conditions are interchanged by a change of orientation of the base manifold. To avoid
any potential ambiguity, we specify that what we call an instanton here has the curvature two-form of type
p1, 1q in every complex structure of the hyperka¨hler base.
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There are only two kinds of compact self-dual gravitational instantons: the flat four-torus
T 4 and the K3 surface. Noncompact gravitational instantons can be distinguished by their
asymptotic volume growth. Choosing a point x PM we denote by Bxprq the volume of a
ball of radius r centered at x. If M is a self-dual gravitational instanton and if there are
some positive constants A and B such that the volume of a ball satisfies
Arν ¤ VolBxprq   Brν , (5)
for r ¡ 1, then we call the space M
• an ALE space if ν  4,
• an ALF space if 3 ¤ ν   4,
• an ALG space if 2 ¤ ν   3,
• and an ALH space if 0   ν   2.
As follows from Theorem 3.25 of [32], under the presumption
³
tr rR ^ R   8, each
ALF space has ν  3 and asymptotically its metric has a local triholomorphic isometry.
We conjecture that any ALF space (i.e. a manifold with self-dual curvature form, finite
Pontrjiagin number, and cubic volume growth) is either a multi-Taub-NUT space [33] (also
called Ak ALF space) or a Dk ALF space [34, 5]. For Ak ALF space k ¥ 1 and for Dk
ALF space k ¥ 0. Both Ak and Dk ALF spaces have degenerate limits in which they can
be viewed as the Kleinian singularities with
- Ak ALF space given by xy  zk 1 and
- Dk ALF space given by x
2  zy2  zk1
as complex surfaces in C3. Each of these singular spaces admits an ALF metric with one
singular point, and a general ALF space is a smooth hyperka¨hler deformation of one of
these. For the low values of k in particular, the A0 ALF is the Taub-NUT space, the
A1 ALF is R3  S1, the D2 ALF is a deformation of pR3  S1q{Z2, the D1 ALF is the
deformation of the double cover of the Atiyah-Hitchin space [35] studied in [36], while the
D0 ALF is the Atiyah-Hitchin space itself.
The study of Yang-Mills instantons on Ak and Dk ALF spaces is the main goal of this
work. Our construction of such instantons is formulated in terms of bow diagrams. We
introduce the notion of a bow and its representation in Section 2, and the moduli space of
a bow representation in Section 3. In Section 4 we realize ALF spaces as moduli spaces of
certain bow representations. This is essential for the formulation of the Nahm transform.
Bow data defining an instanton are given in Section 5, where the representation ranks
are related to the instanton charges. We claim that up to gauge equivalence this data is
in one-to-one correspondence with the instanton. This correspondence is provided by the
Nahm transform leading to the Yang-Mills instanton on ALF spaces given in Section 6.
Section 7 contains the proof of the self-duality condition for the constructed connections.
This proof makes it transparent that the Nahm transform, mapping between the moduli
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space of a bow representation and the moduli space of instantons, is an isomorphism of
complex varieties in any of their complex structures. We describe the bow moduli spaces
as finite hyperka¨hler quotients in Section 8 and compute their asymptotics in Section 9.
2 Generalizing Quivers
In this section we introduce the notion of a bow that is at the center of our construction.
It is a generalization of the notion of a quiver, such that a quiver is a degenerate case of a
bow. As we aim to demonstrate it has richer structures associated with it.
2.1 Bows
A bow is defined by the following data.
• A collection of oriented closed distinct intervals I  tIσu, for concreteness we let each
interval be parameterized by s with pσL ¤ s ¤ pσR so that Iσ  rpσL, pσRs. We denote
the length of each interval Iσ by lσ, i.e. lσ  pσR  pσL.
• A collection E of oriented edges, such that each edge e P E begins at the right end of
some interval Iσ and ends at the left end of some, possibly the same, interval Iρ as
in Figure 1. Let hpeq denote the head of the edge e and tpeq denote the tail, then
Aσρ  # te P E |tpeq  pσR, hpeq  pρLu , (6)
is the number of edges originating at Iσ and ending at Iρ.
Iσ
e
Iρ
pσR = t(e)
pρL = h(e)
Figure 1: An oriented edge e connecting two intervals Iσ and Iρ.
For any oriented edge e P E let e¯ denote this edge with the opposite orientation and E¯  te¯u.
When drawing a bow as a diagram, we use wavy lines to signify the intervals Iσ and arrows
to denote the edges. A number of bow diagrams such as for example in Figs. 2, 3, and 4
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appear in Section 4 below. It is clear from the definition that as all the lengths lσ Ñ 0 a
bow degenerates into a quiver.
2.2 Representation of a Bow
A regular representation of a bow is
• A collection of distinct points Λ  tλασu belonging to these intervals, such that λασ P Iσ
with α  1, 2, . . . , rσ. A number rσ of λ-points belonging to an interval Iσ can be zero.
• a collection of bundles E Ñ I consisting of Hermitian bundles
E0σ Ñ rpσL, λ1σs, Erσσ Ñ rλrσσ , pσRs, and Eασ Ñ rλασ , λα 1σ s for α  1, 2, . . . , rσ  1,
of ranks Rβσ  rkEβσ , satisfying the following matching conditions at λ-points:
Eασ |λα 1σ  E
α 1
σ |λα 1σ if R
α
σ ¤ Rα 1σ and
Eασ |λα 1σ  E
α 1
σ |λα 1σ if R
α
σ ¥ Rα 1σ .
Let Λ0  Λ be the collection of λ-points at which E does not change rank, i.e.
Λ0  tλασ P Λ |Rα1σ  Rασu.
• a collection of Λ0-graded one-dimensional Hermitian spaces W  tWλ |λ P Λ0u.
We call the number of λ-points #Λ  °σ rσ the file of the representation, and we call
the collection pRασq the rank of the representation.
For simplicity we focus only on regular bow representations. To define a general rep-
resentation of a bow one can introduce multiplicities W  twασu of the λ-points with wασ
being the multiplicity of the points λασ . Denote by wpλq the multiplicity function, i.e.
wpλασq  wασ . In this case the assigned spaces in W are such that for any λ P Λ0 the cor-
responding space dimension is given by the multiplicity: dimWλ  wpλq. The matching
conditions at Λ however are more involved in this case and we postpone this discussion.
Here we focus only on regular bow representations.
2.3 Bow Data
In order to simplify our notation let EσR  Erσσ |pσR denote the fiber over the right end
of the interval Iσ and EσL  E0σ|pσL denote the fiber over the left end on the interval
Iσ, also, for some λ  λασ P Λ0 let Eλ  Eα1σ |λασ  Eασ |λασ denote the fiber at λ. We
denote the collections of the corresponding spaces by ER  tEσRu, EL  tEσLu, and
EΛ0  tEλ|λ P Λ0u.
To every bow representation R we associate a (generally infinite dimensional) hy-
perka¨hler affine space DatpRq. It is a direct sum of three spaces Fin ` Fout, B ` B and
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N that we call respectively fundamental, bifundamental, and Nahm spaces. We define the
two components of the fundamental space by
Fin  HompW,EΛ0q  `
λPΛ0
HompWλ, Eλq, Fout  HompEΛ0 ,W q  `
λPΛ0
HompEλ,Wλq;
the two components of the bifundamental space by
B  HomEpER, ELq 
e`PE
HompE|tpeq, E|hpeqq, B  HomEpEL, ERq 
e`PE
HompE|hpeq, E|tpeqq;
and the Nahm space by
N  ConpEq ` EndpEq b R3 
σ`,α

ConpEασ q ` EndpEασ q ` EndpEασ q ` EndpEασ q
	
.
Here ConpEασ q is the space of connections ∇  dds  iT0 on the Hermitian bundle Eασ . We
use the following notation to denote the bow data
I, J,BLR, BRL, p∇, T1, T2, T3q
	
P Fin ` Fout ` B ` B `N  DatpRq. (7)
Now a comment is due specifying the behavior of the Nahm components at Λ. These
are the same conditions that appear in the Nahm transform of monopoles as formulated
in [37]. At any λ P Λ0 the Nahm components have regular left and right limits at λ. At
λ  λασ P ΛzΛ0 on the other hand, with say Rα1σ   Rασ , 4 all Tjpsq for j  1, 2, 3 have a
regular limit from the left
lim
sÑλ
Tjpsq  Tj pλq, (8)
while to the right of λ we have
Tjpsq 
 12 ρjsλ  Opps λq0q Ops λq∆R12 	
O

ps λq∆R12
	
Tj pλq  Ops λq
, (9)
where ∆R  Rασ  Rα1σ is the change of rank and pρ1, ρ2, ρ3q satisfy rρi, ρjs  2iεijkρk
defining a ∆R-dimensional irreducible representation of sup2q. 5
4For the case with Rα1σ ¡ R
α
σ the conditions are completely analogous.
5For the case of a general bow representation with a higher multiplicity point λασ , one of a number of
possible conditions is that this representation splits into a direct sum of wpλασq  w
α
σ irreducible represen-
tations.
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2.3.1 Gauge Group Action
There is a natural gauge group action on the bow data. We consider the group G of
gauge transformations of E : a gauge transformation g P G is smooth outside ΛzΛ0 and at
λ P ΛzΛ0 with Rα1σ   Rασ satisfies
gpλ q 

1 0
0 gpλq


. (10)
(The continuity condition for the case Rα1σ ¡ Rασ are analogous.) The action of the gauge
group on the bow data is
g :

I, J,BLR, BRL, p∇, T1, T2, T3q
	
ÞÑ
g1pΛ0qI, JgpΛ0q, g1L BLRgR, g1R BRLgL, pg1∇g, g1T1g, g1T2g, g1T3gq
	
. (11)
Here for
I  `
λPΛ0
Iλ, J  `
λPΛ0
Jλ, B
LR 
e`PE
BLRe , B
RL 
e`PE
BRLe , (12)
we use the natural conventions
g1pΛ0qI  `
λPΛ0
g1pλqIλ, g1L BLRgR 
e`PE
g1phpeqqBLRe gptpeqq, (13)
JgpΛ0q  `
λPΛ0
Jλgpλq, g1R BRLgL 
e`PE
g1ptpeqqBRLe gphpeqq. (14)
We shall also use the natural products of various collections such as for example
IJ  `
λPΛ0
IλJλ P EndEΛ0  `
λPΛ0
EndEλ, (15)
BLRBRL 
σ`
¸
ePE
tpeqpσL
BLRe B
RL
e P EndEL 
σ`
EndEσL, (16)
and others.
2.3.2 Hyperka¨hler Structure
Each of the three spaces: the fundamental Fin ` Fout, the bifundamental B ` B, and the
NahmN , posesses a hyperka¨hler structure specified below. Let us now introduce a notation
that makes this structure apparent.
Let e1, e2, e3 be a two-dimensional representation of the quaternionic units, with S
being its representation space. Thus, ej with j  1, 2, 3 satisfy the defining quaternionic
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relations e21  e22  e23  e1e2e3  1. For example one can choose a representation in
terms of the Pauli sigma matrices ej  iσj ; which, when written explicitly, is
e1 

0 i
i 0


, e2 

0 1
1 0


, e3 
 i 0
0 i


. (17)
Let us assemble the fundamental data into
Qλ 

J:λ
Iλ


: Wλ Ñ S b Eλ and Q  `
λPΛ0
Qλ : W Ñ S b EpΛ0q, (18)
and the bifundamental data into
Be 
  
BLRe
:
BRLe

: Etpeq Ñ S b Ehpeq or B e 
  
BRLe
:
BLRe

: Ehpeq Ñ S b Etpeq,
(19)
with
B 
e`PE
Be : EL Ñ S b ER and B  
e`PE
B e : ER Ñ S b EL. (20)
In order to simplify our notation and to avoid numerous brackets in our formulas we do
not distinguish upper and lower  indices, i.e. B   B  and B  B. For the Nahm
data ∇  dds  iT0, T1, T2, T3 we introduce
T  1b T0   e1 b T1   e2 b T2   e3 b T3, (21)
and its quaternionic conjugate
T  1b T0  e1 b T1  e2 b T2  e3 b T3. (22)
If we understand S  I Ñ I to be a trivial bundle over the collection of intervals I, then
d
ds  iT is a connection on the bundle S b E.
Now the quaternionic units act on the tangent space of DatR in this form by the left
multiplication
ej : pδQ, δB, δTq ÞÑ
 pej b 1W qδQ, pej b 1ERqδB, pej b 1EqδT. (23)
If one uses B  instead of B to parameterize the bifundamental data the quaternionic
unit action has the same form
ej : pδQ, δB , δTq ÞÑ
 pej b 1W qδQ, pej b 1ELqδB , pej b 1EqδT. (24)
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The space of bow data is a hyperka¨hler space with the metric given by the direct
product metric
ds2  trW δQ:δQ  trERδB: δB   
»
1
2
trStrEδT
δTds
 trW δQ:δQ  trELδB:δB  
»
1
2
trStrEδT
δTds. (25)
As described above, the action of the three complex structures on pδQ, δB , δTq is by the
left multiplication by e1, e2, and e3. It leads to three corresponding Ka¨hler forms ωjp, q 
gp, ej q, j  1, 2, 3, which can be organized into a purely imaginary quaternion
ω  e1 b ω1   e2 b ω2   e3 b ω3.
By direct computation
ω  Im

trEΛ0 δQ^ δQ:   trELδB  ^ δB
:
   
1
2
»
trEδT^ δTds


(26)
 Im

trEΛ0 δQ^ δQ:   trERδB ^ δB
:
  
1
2
»
trEδT^ δTds


. (27)
The metric (25) is clearly compatible with the quaternionic structures and is invariant
under the gauge group action (11). The latter becomes apparent when we observe that
(11) now takes the form
g :

Q
B 
B
Tpsq
 ÞÑ

g1pΛ0qQ
g1L B
 gR
g1R B
gL
ig1psq ddsgpsq   g1psqTpsqgpsq
. (28)
2.4 Bow Solutions
Since the gauge group action of G preserves the hyperka¨hler structure on the space of bow
data, we can perform the hyperka¨hler reduction [38]. Namely, we can find the triplet of
moment maps pµ1, µ2, µ3q, with each µj valued in the dual of the Lie algebra, which we
assemble into a pure imaginary quaternionic expression
µ  e1 b µ1   e2 b µ2   e3 b µ3,
such that for any vector field X generating an infinitesimal gauge transformation in G we
have dµpXq  iXω, where iXω is the interior product of the vector field X and the two
11
form ω. Using the definition and Eqs. (26) and (27) one finds
µpQ,B, T q  Im piq

i
d
ds
T  TT  
¸
λPΛ0
δps λqQλQ:λ
 
¸
ePE

δps tpeqqBe
 
Be
:   δps hpeqqB e  B e :	
. (29)
If we are to perform a hyperka¨hler reduction, the value of the moment map µpQ,B, T q
has to be invariant under the gauge group action µpsq ÞÑ g1psqµpsqgpsq, i.e. it has to be
an abelian character of the group of the gauge transformations. It follows that we are to
impose µpQ,B,Tq  e1 b ν1psq1E   e2 b ν2psq1E   e3 b ν3psq1E with each ν1psq, ν2psq and
ν3psq some real-valued functions. Thus for any representation of a bow and a choice of a
pure imaginary quaternion function ν  ν1e1   ν2e2   ν3e3 we obtain the subset µ1pνq
in the space of bow data which inherits the isometric action of the gauge group G on
it. The subset µ1pνq is called the level set at level ν. The space of gauge group orbits
Mpνq  µ1pνq{G  DatpRq{{G is the quotient hyperka¨hler space. We call this space the
moduli space of the bow representation or simply the moduli space of the bow, if it is clear
from the context which representation is being considered.
A point of Mpνq is a gauge equivalence class of some bow data pQ,B,Tq satisfying
µpQ,B,Tq  ν. We call such data a bow solution in representation R at level ν.
2.5 Bow Cohomology
Let us use the following isometry on the space of bow data to simplify our moment map
values:
Tpsq ÞÑ Tpsq 
» s
νps1qds1. (30)
If pQ,B,Tq was satisfying the moment map conditions (29) with µ  νpsq, after the
above redefinition TNewpsq  Tpsq  
³s
νps1qds1 the data pQ,B,TNewq satisfies (29) with
µ  °
σ

δps pσRq
pσR³
νps1qds1  δps pσLq
pσL³
νps1qds1


. Thus it suffices to study the
values of the moment maps of the form ν  °
σ
pδps pσRqνσL  δps pσLqνσRq .
As a matter of fact, we shall choose the value of µ to be a bow cocycle. Imposing the
cocycle condition allows us to choose the value of µ to be¸
ePE
 
δps tpeqq  δps hpeqqνe1E , (31)
so that the level is given by a pure quaternionic imaginary function νe on the set of edges.
In order to do this let us outline what we mean by the bow cohomology.
Given a bow with the collections of intervals I and edges E , let CpIq denote the space
of smooth real functions on I, let CpEq  R#E denote the space of functions on the set
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of edges, and let L denote the set of closed paths. A closed path is a cyclically ordered
alternating sequence of intervals and edges such that each edge connects two intervals that
are adjacent to it in this sequence. We let CpLq denote the space of functions on the space
of closed paths.
Now let us define the space of 0-cochains to be C0  CpIq, the space of 1-cochains to be
C1  CpIq ` CpEq, and the space of 2-cochains to be C2  CpLq. For f, g P CpIq, a P CpEq,
and r P CpLq we define the differentials in the complex
Γ : 0 Ñ C0 d0ÝÑ C1 d1ÝÑ C2 Ñ 0 (32)
by
d0 : fpsq ÞÑ

gpsq
apeq




d
dsfpsq
fphpeqq  fptpeqq


, (33)
d1 :

gpsq
apeq


ÞÑ rplq 
¸
σ|IσPl
»
Iσ
gpsqds 
¸
ePl
apeq. (34)
Since for an edge connecting Iσ to Iρ we have tpeq  pσR and hpeq  pρL from our
definition of a closed path it follows that d1d0  0 and (32) is a cochain complex of a bow.
0-cocycles are functions on a bow constant on each connected component. In the context
of our moment map discussion above the Nahm data redefinitions
T 1jpsq  Tjpsq   fjpsq, (35)
produces the change in the moment map
µpQ,B,T1q  µpQ,B,Tq   d0

3¸
j1
ejfj

, (36)
that is a 1-coboundary. So, any two levels that differ by a coboundary the moduli spaces
at these levels are isometric. We impose the 1-cocycle condition on our choice of the
level to ensure the absence of noncommutativity of the resulting instanton base space.
Thus the first cohomology of a bow H1pΓq parameterizes essentially different moment map
components and we can consider the values of µ P H1pΓq ` H1pΓq ` H1pΓq. Each such
value can be chosen to be of the form (31).
2.6 Various Forms of the Moment Map Conditions
One can write the moment map condition
µpQ,B,Tq 
¸
ePE
 
δps tpeqq  δps hpeqqνe, (37)
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with the moment map given in Eq. (29) in a number of forms. Depending on the context
we can use one or another of these forms. In the remainder of this section we write the
moment map conditions (37) in four different forms: the quaternionic, the complex, the
real, and the operator form.
2.6.1 Quaternionic Form
In the interior of each subinterval
Im

d
ds
T  iTT


 0, (38)
at a point λ P Λ0 we have
ImTpλ q  ImTpλq  Im piqQλQ:λ, (39)
while at λ P ΛzΛ0 we have the conditions (9).
At the ends of each interval Iσ we obtain the conditions
Im TppσRq 
¸
ePE
tpeqpσR

Im i Be
 
Be
:  νe	 , (40)
Im TppσLq 
¸
ePE
hpeqpσL

Im piqB e
 
B e
:  νe	 . (41)
2.6.2 The Complex Form
Letting D  dds  iT0   T3, T  T1   iT2 and νC  ν1   iν2
rD,T s 
¸
λPΛ0
δps λqIλJλ (42)
 
¸
ePE

δps tpeqq

BRLBLR   νC
	
 δps hpeqq

BLRBRL   νC
	

 0,
(43)
rD:, Ds   rT :, T s  
¸
λPΛ0
δps λqpJ:λJλ  IλI:λq
 
¸
ePE

δps tpeqq  pBLRe q:BLRe BRLe pBRLe q:  2νe3 (44)
  δps hpeqq  pBRLe q:BRLe BLRpBLRq:   2νe3

 0. (45)
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2.6.3 Real Form
Inside each interval outside Λ the Nahm data satisfies the Nahm equations
d
ds
T1  irT0, T1s   irT2, T3s, (46)
d
ds
T2  irT0, T2s   irT3, T1s, (47)
d
ds
T3  irT0, T3s   irT1, T2s, (48)
at λ P Λ0
T1pλ q  T1pλq  1
2

IλJλ   J:λI:λ
	
, (49)
T2pλ q  T2pλq  i
2

J:λI
:
λ  IλJλ
	
, (50)
T3pλ q  T3pλq  1
2

J:λJλ  IλI:λ
	
, (51)
while at the ends of an interval Iσ
T1ppσLq 
¸
ePE
hpeqpσL

1
2
 
BLRe B
RL
e   pBRLe q:pBLRe q:
 νe1
 , (52)
T2ppσLq 
¸
ePE
tpeqpσL

i
2
 pBRLe q:pBLRe q: BLRe BRLe  νe2
 , (53)
T3ppσLq 
¸
ePE
tpeqpσL

1
2
 pBRLe q:BRLe BLRe pBLRe q: νe3
 , (54)
and
T1ppσRq 
¸
ePE
tpeqpσR

1
2
 
BRLe B
LR
e   pBLRe q:pBRLe q:
 νe1
 , (55)
T2ppσRq 
¸
ePE
tpeqpσR

i
2
 pBLRe q:pBRLe q: BRLe BLRe  νe2
 , (56)
T3ppσRq 
¸
ePE
tpeqpσR

1
2
 
BRLe pBRLe q:  pBLRe q:BLRe
 νe3
 . (57)
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2.6.4 Operator Form
There is yet another way of presenting the moment map expressions. Let us introduce the
Dirac operator
D 

 dds   iT
Q:
pBq:
pB q:
. (58)
Strictly speaking, this is called the Weyl operator in the physics literature, while the Dirac
operator in physics is

0 D
D: 0


, with D given by Eq. (58). From the expression (58) it
is clear that D : ΓpS b Eq Ñ ΓpS b Eq `W ` EL ` ER.
Its hermitian conjugate operator is
D:  d
ds
 iT 
¸
λPΛ0
δps λqQλ  
¸
ePE
 
δps tpeqqBe   δps hpeqqB e

. (59)
Since we can use the hermitian structure to identify the spaces with their dual, we view
D: : ΓpS b Eq `W ` EL ` ER Ñ ΓpS b Eq.
The moment map then has the form
µpQ,B,Tq  Im piqD:D. (60)
3 The Moduli Space of a Bow Representation and Natural
Bundles on It
As we discussed in Sec. 2.4, the moduli space of a bow representation R is the hyperka¨hler
reduction of DatR by the gauge group G
M  µ1{G  DatR{{G. (61)
The resulting spaceM is hyperka¨hler, thus there is a two-sphere parameterizing the com-
plex structures and we can view it as a complex variety in any one of these complex
structures. For a unit vector ~n the corresponding complex structure is n1e1   n2e2   n3e3.
For example for ~n  p0, 0, 1q the space DatR can be viewed as a complex variety parame-
terized by pI, J,BLR, BRL, pD,T qq, where D  dds  iT0 T3 is viewed as a (not necessarily
hermitian) connection on E Ñ I. There is a natural action of the complexification of the
gauge group GC on DatR. According to the result of [39], the complex symplectic reduc-
tion of DatR with respect to GC is isomorphic as a complex manifold to M viewed in the
corresponding complex structure. In other words the complex symplectic quotient
Dat{GC  pµ1   iµ2q1pν1   iν2q{GC  µ1pνq{G M. (62)
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It is an infinite dimensional generalization of a theorem in [38]. The proof of this statement
is essentially that of Donaldson in [40].
Thus we can view M as the space of solutions to the complex moment map condition
(42) only, modulo the complexified gauge transformations. This is the case for any complex
structure one chooses.
3.1 Natural Bundles on M
The level space µ1pνq (which is the space of bow solutions satisfying the given moment
map conditions) is a subspace of the linear hyperka¨hler space of all bow data, therefore
it has an induced metric. Moreover, it has a natural isometric action of the gauge group
G. We defined the moduli space of the bow representation to be M  µ1pνq{G with
the quotient metric. The fact that µ1pνq carries a G-invariant metric and that M is a
quotient space implies that there is a natural family of vector bundles with connections on
M. In particular, if we choose a point s1 P I we can consider the subgroup Gs1 of gauge
transformations that act trivially at s  s1, i.e.
Gs1 
 
g P G | gps1q  1( . (63)
Then the quotient group is the group Gs1  G{Gs1 . It can be identified with the group
acting on Es1 fiber. Now Rs1  µ1pνq{Gs1 is a finite dimensional space with the quotient
metric, moreover, Rs1{Gs1 M. If the group action is free we obtain the principal bundle
Gs1 Ñ Rs1
Ó
M
(64)
with a connection determined by the metric on Rs1 .
Since we identified the group Gs1 with the group acting on the fiber E|s1 , we have an
associated hermitian vector bundle
Es1 Ñ Rs1
Ó
M
(65)
Thus we can view I as parameterizing natural bundles Rs ÑM over the moduli space of
the bow representation. Each Rs ÑM carrying a natural connection ds. The curvature of
ds is self-dual, as in [41].
3.2 Holomorphic Description
In any given complex structure corresponding to some unit vector ~n we view our moduli
space as a complex variety M   µC~n1 pνC~n q{GC. Here µC~n and νC~n are the complex linear
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combinations of the components of respectively the moment map and its values determined
by the choice of the complex structure ~n. Just as in the real description above GCs  GC{GCs
and the variety Rsp~nq 
 
µC~n
1 pνC~n q{GCs can be viewed as a principal bundle
GCs Ñ Rsp~nq
Ó
M
(66)
with the inherited holomorphic structure. If we denote by E the bundle E without its
hermitian structure, then we obtain the associated holomorphic vector bundle
ECs Ñ Rsp~nq
Ó
M.
(67)
Needless to say, these resulting holomorphic bundles do depend on our initial choice of the
complex structure determined by ~n.
4 ALF Spaces
In this section we identify bows and representations that have ALF spaces as their moduli
spaces. These are of either A- or D-type. A given ALF space can allow various realizations
as a moduli space of different bows. It will suffice for our purposes to specify for each ALF
space some corresponding bow and its representation that deliver this ALF space as its
moduli space.
4.1 Taub-NUT
The simplest ALF space of A-type is the Taub-NUT space. It can also be referred to as the
A0 ALF space. For the rank one Nahm data imposing the moment map conditions in the
interior of the interval leads to ddsTj  0, thus Tj are constant and a gauge can be chosen so
that T0 is also a constant. Constant Up1q transformation leaves the whole set of bow data
inert. Thus the only remaining gauge transformation is the Up1q group acting at s  l{2.
Let us denote it by URp1q. This URp1q can be viewed as the factor group of the group of
all the gauge transformations modulo the group of gauge transformations that equal to
identity at the point pR. The remaining quotient R3  S1  R4{{URp1q is the Taub-NUT
space with the scale parameter given by the length of the interval l and the position of the
Taub-NUT center given by negative of ν if value of the moment map is µ  ν.
4.2 Multi-Taub-NUT
The bow of Figure 3 with the representation that consists of line bundles on each interval
has the pk   1q-centered Taub-NUT space as its moduli space. Just as in the case of the
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1−l/2 l/2
Figure 2: A bow consisting of a single interval and a single edge with a representation
having a line bundle over the interval.
Taub-NUT above, performing the hyperka¨hler reduction with respect to the gauge group
acting only in the interior of the intervals leads to the space
 
R3  S1k 1   R4k 1 with
the flat metric and sizes of the S1 circles equal to 1{?lσ. Performing the quotient with
respect to the remaining gauge groups acting at the ends of the intervals is essentially the
same calculation as in [42]. It leads to the multi-Taub-NUT space also called Ak ALF
space with the scale parameter equal to the total sum of the interval lengths. The k   1
Taub-NUT center positions corresponding to the edges equal to the negative of the value
νe that was chosen in the moment map condition µ 
°
ePE
 
δps tpeqq  δps hpeqqνe.
4.3 Dk ALF Space
The Dk ALE space is the deformation of the quotient of R4 by the action of the dihedral
group Dk2 of order 4k8. According to [43], Dk ALE space is a moduli space of the affine
Dk quiver representation determined by the null vector of the corresponding Cartan matrix.
Among the bow deformations of the corresponding quiver, the one with the representation
in Fig. 4 has the Dk ALF space as its moduli space.
Dk ALF space in this form was already considered by Dancer in [44]. Effectively the
description of [44] is equivalent to a bow which has all but one intervals having zero lengths.
5 Yang-Mills Instantons on ALF Spaces
Now that we have modelled each ALF space as a moduli space of a concrete bow repre-
sentation, say s (for ‘small’ representation) we can choose any other representation L (for
‘large’ representation’) of the same bow. Any gauge equivalence class of a solution of L
defines an instanton on the original ALF space up to the action of the gauge group. Since
there are two representations of the same bow involved, let us denote all the components
of the solution in the large representation L by the capital letters Q,B, and T , as in our
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1
1
Figure 3: For an Ak ALF space, also called pk   1q-centered Taub-NUT, the bow diagram
above contains k   1 interval, each carrying a line bundle.
1
1
1
1
2 2 2 2
Figure 4: We model Dk ALF space as the moduli space of this bow representation. This
bow has k 3 intervals with rank 2 bundles over them and four intervals with line bundles
over them.
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notation above, and all the components of a solution in the small representation s by the
corresponding lower case letters q and t. Note that all the representations we used in the
previous chapter to model the ALF spaces were of file zero, i.e. they had no λ-points and
no associated fundamental multiplets. In choosing the solution one has to be careful to
match the levels of the two representations. If the original ALF space was the moduli space
of the small representation s at level ν, i.e. the solutions pq, tq satisfied
µspq, tq  1e b ν  1e b
¸
ePE
 
δps tpeqq  δps hpeqqνe, (68)
then the solution of the large representation has to be chosen at level ν, i.e. it satisfies
µLpQ,B, T q  1E b ν  1E b
¸
ePE
 
δps tpeqq  δps hpeqqνe. (69)
The bow representations below give some examples.
5.1 Examples
5.1.1 Up2q Instantons on the Taub-NUT
Figure 5 gives a representation of the bow determined by the three nonnegative integer
numbers R0, R1, and R2. A solution of this representation determines a Up2q instanton on
the Taub-NUT space, with the ranks R0, R1, R3 determining its instanton number m0 and
its monopole charges.
R2R0 R1
−l/2 l/2−λ λ
Figure 5: A Up2q self-dual connection on Taub-NUT is determined by this bow. Its in-
stanton number and monopole charges are determined by the ranks R0, R1, and R2 of the
vector bundles.
5.1.2 Upnq Instantons on the Taub-NUT
A generic Upnq instanton on the Taub-NUT space is given by a general regular representa-
tion of the Taub-NUT bow of Figure 2 of file n, such as the one in Figure 6. The positions
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of the λ-points are given by the values of the logarithm of the eigenvalues of the holonomy
of the instanton connection around the compact direction of the Taub-NUT triholomorphic
isometry at infinity. While the ranks Rj0  Rj with j  0, 1, . . . , n can be any nonnegative
integers. These ranks determine the monopole charges and the monopole number.
R0 R1 R2 R3 R4
−l/2 l/2λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4
Figure 6: A Up4q instantons on a Taub-NUT space are in one-to-one correspondence with
the solutions of this bow representation. eλ1 , eλ2 , eλ3 , eλ4 are the values of the monodromy
at infinity, while the vector bundle ranks R0, R1, R2, R3, R4 determine the instanton number
and its monopole charges.
5.1.3 Upnq Instantons on the pk   1q-centered Taub-NUT
A generic Upnq instanton on a pk   1q-centered Taub-NUT space is given by a regular file
n representation of the Ak bow of Figure 3, such as the file seven representation given in
Figure 7 giving a Up7q instanton on A4 ALF space.
5.1.4 Upnq Instantons on the Dk ALF Space
A generic Upnq instanton on the Dk ALF space is given by a regular file n representation
of the bow in Figure 4, such as the one in Figure 8.
5.2 Instanton Charges
As we demonstrate in Sections 6 and 7, if a bow has a representation s with a four-
dimensional moduli space Mspνq for some moment map value ν, then for any other bow
representation L of file n its solution with the moment map value ν produces an Upnq
instanton on Mspνq. We would like to understand the relation between the representation
and the topological charges of the resulting instantons. Let us focus from now on on the
case of instantons on a multi-Taub-NUT space. A Taub-NUT with k 1-centers is a moduli
22
R00
R11
R2
R03
R04
R10
R20
R01
R13
R23
R33
R14
Figure 7: A bow representation determining a Up7q instanton on the 5-centered Taub-NUT.
R0
R6
R1
R7
R02 R
1
2 R
2
2 R
2
2 R
0
3 R
1
3 R
0
4 R
1
4 R
2
4
R5
Figure 8: An example of a Up6q instanton on the D7 ALF space.
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space of the Akbow representation of Figure 3. This Ak ALF space is often denoted by
TNk 1.
There are three kinds of topological charges one can associate to a rank n finite action
anti-self-dual connection on an Ak ALF space:
• n nonnegative integer monopole charges pj1, j2, . . . , jnq,
• k   1 first Chern class values c1,
• the value of the second Chern class c2 we denote by m0.
The Chern classes were computed by Witten in [45]. In order to discuss these charges we
have to recall a few facts about the pk   1qcentered Taub-NUT space.
It is convenient to associate to an Ak bow representation a circle of length l  l0  l1 
. . .  lk parameterized by a coordinate s with k  1 points 0 ¤ pσ   l, σ  0, . . . , k with pσ
positioned at s  °σς0 lς . We understand the interval Iσ of the bow to be associated to the
arc rpσ, pσ 1s. For a representation of file n this assignment gives a natural position for the
n points λασ within these arcs on the circle. Let the coordinates of these points in the same
order as they appear along the circle be λτ , τ  1, . . . , n. This way the λ-points are labelled
in two ways: as λασ with σ  0, . . . , k and α  1, . . . , rσ and as λτ with τ  1, . . . , n. This
gives maps σpτq and αpτq such that λτ  λαpτqσpτq. Now the circle is divided into subarcs by
the points pσ with σ  0 . . . , k and λτ with τ  1, . . . , n. Each of these subarcs is associated
to a subinterval of the bow representation which carries a Hermitian bundle over it. We
assign the rank of this bundle Rασ to each subarc.
We model the TNk as a moduli space of the representation of Figure 3 with the moment
map µ  °epδpstpeqqδpshpeqqνe for some given set of distinct k three vectors ~ν0, . . . , ~νk
with νe  e1bν1e  e2bν2e  e3bν3e . The hyperka¨hler quotient in this setup was considered
in [42] and leads to the following metric
ds2  1
4

V d~r 2   1
V
pdθ   ωq2


, (70)
with θ  θ   4pi, V  l   °kσ0 1rσ , where rσ  |~r  ~νσ| and the one-form ω satisfies
dω  3dV. Here 3 signifies the Hodge star operation acting on differential forms on R3.
The hyperka¨hler reduction produces the following one-forms on this space
a˜  1
2
dθ   ω
V
, apσq  1
2

1
rσ
dθ   ω
V
 ησ


, (71)
where ησ is a one-form on R3 satisfying dησ  3d 1rσ . The self-dual connection on the
natural bundles Rs defined in Section 3.1 can be written in terms of these forms as
as  s a˜ 
¸
σ
l1 l2 ... lσ s
apσq. (72)
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This has the form a  HV pdθ   ωq  η with dη  3dH. For any such form
f  da  

pdτ   ωq ^ dH
V
  V 3 dH
V


, (73)
and
f ^ f  pdτ   ωq ^ dH
V
^

dη  H
V
dω


, (74)
and
³
M f ^ f 
³
BM
H
V
 
dη  HV dω

. For H  12

s ° nσrσ 	 it is clear that the only
contribution arises from the integral over the sphere at infinity giving
1
8pi2
»
TNk 1
f ^ f  1
2
s
l
	2
k  s
l
¸
e
ne. (75)
This is so since lim~rÑ~νe
H
V  ne and the contribution of η to the integral over a small sphere
surrounding ~νe is cancelled by that of
H
V ω.
The simplest representation of a bow is a skyscraper or zero-rank representation. If it
is of file n it consists of n λ-points and has all vector bundles of rank zero. For such a
representation the connection is A  diagpaλ1 , aλ2 , . . . , aλnq and
1
8pi2
»
TNk 1
trF ^ F  k   1
2
n¸
τ1

λτ
l

2

n¸
τ1
k¸
σ0
pσ λτ
λτ
l
. (76)
Let us specify the monopole charges. Consider a holonomy along the isometric direction
at infinity parameterized by θ. As this direction is finite for all ALF spaces (see [32]) the
isometry has eigenvalues that are unrestricted. We presume the asymptotic monodromy
to be generic and thus all of these eigenvalues to be distinct and numbered respecting their
cyclic order. Asymptotically the logarithm of these eigenvalues does not depend on the
direction in which one moves towards infinity and behaves as
τ theigenvalue  2pii
V
 
λτ   jτ {r  Op1{r2q , (77)
where all the integers jτ can be chosen to satisfy 0 ¤ jτ   k. A geometric description
of the integers jτ , τ  1, 2, . . . , n is that these are the Chern numbers of the holonomy
eigen-bundles over the sphere of directions in the base space. These are defined modulo k.
The reason these are associated with monopole charges is that any finite action connection
A asymptotically approaches the connection
Aapp  g1

A3   Φdθ   ω
V


g   ig1dg, (78)
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with A3 some connection over a bundles over R3 and Φ an endomorphism of that bundle.
The self-duality condition on A implies [46] that the asymptotic fields A3 and Φ satisfy the
monopole equation of Bogomolny
F3  3DA3Φ. (79)
Here F3 is the curvature of the connection A3, DA3 is the covariant differential with the A3
connection, and 3 is the Hodge star operation acting on T R3. The conventional monopole
charges are exactly the quantities jτ that we defined above.
Viewing the TNk 1 as a circle fibration over R3ztνσu, let us pick a set of k   1 semi-
infinite nonintersecting lines, such that the σth line originates at νσ. The preimage in the
total TNk 1 of this line is an infinite cycle which we denote as Cσ. The k  1 values of the
first Chern class are given by
cσ1 
1
2pi
»
Cσ
trF. (80)
These are not generally integers, however, a difference of any two of these is an integer.
From the argument in [45] it follows that the monopole charges and the first Chern
class values are given in terms of the bow ranks by
jτ  Rαpτq 1σpτq R
αpτq
σpτq  
k¸
σ0
pσ λτ
1, (81)
cσ1 
¸
τ
λτ  R0σpτq Rrσpτqσpτq 
n¸
τ1
pσ λτ
1. (82)
The instanton number is typically defined by the value of the second Chern class
1
4pi2
³
trF ^ F. For compact manifolds this is an integer equal to the instanton number.
In the case of the noncompact base there is no reason this is an integer. This number
receives contributions from the instantons inside, which is integer for a smooth base space,
and the monopole contributions. To single out the instanton contribution consider a large
ball BR of radius R. Inside the ball we have the smooth connection Ain and outside the
ball we have the connection Aout approaching A3   Φdθ ωV and the two are related by a
gauge transformation g as Eq. (78): Ain  g1Aoutg  ig1dg. The second Chern class is a
differential of the Chern-Simons form, trF ^F  dCS, with CS  trA^dA  23A^A^A
and the difference CSinCSout  13tr g1dg^g1dg^g1dg. Combining these observation
we have »
TNk
trF ^ F 
»
BR
trF ^ F  
»
TNkzBR
trF ^ F (83)

»
BBR
1
3
tr g1dg ^ g1dg ^ g1dg  
»
S38{Zk
CSout. (84)
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The last term can be reexpressed in terms of the monopole charges. This suggests to define
the instanton number to be
m0  1
12pi2
tr g1dg ^ g1dg ^ g1dg. (85)
We expect it to be given in terms of the minimal rank mintRασu for the balanced repre-
sentations we define in Section 9.1, while for the general representation we expect if to be
equal to the minimal integer in the set tMτu defined in Section 9.2.
6 Nahm Transform
Consider a pair L and s of representations of the same bow. As in Section 5, we shall
refer to the corresponding representations, Nahm data, and solutions as large and small
respectively. To distinguish the ingredients of these two representations we use E and W
to denote the collection of hermitian vector bundles and auxiliary spaces defining the large
representation L, and e and w to denote the collection of bundles and auxiliary spaces
(if any) defining the small representation s. We use EL, ER, eL, and eR to denote the
collections of fibers of the respective bundles at the left and right ends of the intervals of
I. For any maps, such as Tj , B or Q acting on E or W we use capital letters. Analogous
maps, such as respectively tj or b acting on e or w, will be denoted by lower case letters.
If µL is the moment map for the data in the L representation and µs for those in the s
representation, then we chose our moment map conditions to be
µL  ν and µs   ν. (86)
Relying on the form of the moment map of Section 2.6.4, one can introduce the Dirac
operator DL using a bow solution in L as in Eq. (58). In terms of this operator µL 
Im iD:LDL. Similarly, if Ds is the Dirac operator for the data in s, the moment map µs 
Im iD:sDs.
Now let us consider a ‘twisted’ Dirac operator
Dt  DL b 1e   1E bDs. (87)
It acts on ΓpS b E b eq `W ` w ` pEL bE eRq ` pER bE eLq .
A crucial observation for what follows is that, due to our choice of the moment map
conditions in Eq. (86), the twisted Dirac operator in purely real:
ImD:tDt  0. (88)
Moreover, it is strictly positive away from the degenerate locus D in the direct product
pµLq1 pνq  pµsq1 pνq. In fact, in all of the examples we consider for a generic point
pt P pµLq1 pνq the degenerate locus D does not intersect ptpµsq1 pνq. This is so since
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the operator D:tDt is a sum of a number of nonnegative parts of the form pTjb1e 1Ebtjq2.
If all of these parts have a zero eigenvalue, then each Tj has this eigenvalue within each
interval Iσ, which is not true for a generic solution. This degeneration corresponds to the
zero-size limit of an instanton. In particular, the positivity implies that KerD is empty.
Presuming D is Fredholm, which is also generically the case, the vector space KerD: is
finite dimensional. If we fix some bow solution of µL  ν we obtain a vector bundle
KerD:t Ñ µ1s pνq. (89)
In order to understand it better, let us first consider the space of sections of eÑ I. We can
view it as a fiber of a trivial infinite-dimensional hermitian vector bundle over pµsq1 pνq :
ΓpeÑ Iq Ñ B
Ó
µ1s pνq
(90)
The gauge group action is such that the gauge group G acts simultaneously on the base
pµsq1 pνq and maps the corresponding fibers of B into each other.
G ü
B
Ó
µ1pνq
(91)
Thus using this action to identify the fibers locally along the gauge group orbits in the
base, we obtain the pushdown bundle B˜ Ñ Mpνq  µspµq. This bundle has a nontrivial
connection ∇e.
Turning to the bundle KerDt we can view it as a subbundle of the trivial bundle with
the fiber given by the space of sections of SbEbeÑ µ1pνq. The trivial connection induces
a connection on the subbundle KerDt ÑMpνq. Trivializing KerDt along the orbits of the
gauge group G acting on e this connection descends to a connection onM  pµsq1 pνq{G. In
the next section we will prove that this induced connection is self-dual. To demonstrate this
we show that in any given complex structure on the hyperka¨hler baseMpνq the curvature
of this connection is of type p1, 1q. This is equivalent to the corresponding holomorphic
bundle being flat in every complex structure.
7 Cohomological Interpretation of the Nahm Transform
The space of all complex structures forms a sphere. If we parameterize this sphere by a unit
tree-vector ~n, in the representation (17) of Section 2.3.2, the action of the corresponding
complex structure on S is given by a unit quaternion
n  n1e1   n2e2   n3e3  ia
1  ζζ¯
 1 ζ¯
ζ 1


. (92)
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The complex coordinate ζ  pn1   in2q{n3 parameterizes the Riemann sphere.
Adopting the standard Hodge theory one can identify the kernel of a Dirac operator
with a middle cohomology of a complex.
To simplify our notation in dealing with the twisted Dirac operator, let us introduce
Z  T b 1e   1E b t  pT1   iT2q b 1e   1E b pt1   it2q, (93)
and (94)
Dt  D b 1e   1E b d  d
ds
 ipT0 b 1e   1E b t0q   pT3 b 1e   1E b t3q. (95)
Up to an unimportant scalar factor nD:t equals to 1 ζ¯
ζ 1


D:t 

pDt   ζZ:q: pZ  ζD:t q:
Z   ζD:t Dt   ζZ:

 
¸
λPΛ0
 pJ   ζI:q:
I  ζJ:


 
¸
ePE
"
δps tpeqq
 pBLR   ζpBRLq:q:
BRL  ζpBLRq:


  δps hpeqq
 pbRL   ζpbLRq:q:
bLR  ζpbRLq:



 

δps tpeqq
 pbLR   ζpbRLq:q:
bRL  ζpbLRq:


  δps hpeqq
 pBRL   ζpBLRq:q:
BLR  ζpBRLq:


*
. (96)
Here the operators on the right-hand side in the first line act on ΓpS b E b eq `W, the
operators in the second line act on
EL bE eR  tEhpeq b ete|e P Eu, (97)
and the operators in the third line act on
ER bE eL  tEtpeq b ehe|e P Eu, (98)
so that nD:t acts on the direct sum of these spaces ΓpSbEbeq`W`pEL bE eRq`pERbEeLq.
Let us consider spaces A0  ΓpSbEbeq,A1  ΓpSbEbeq`W`pELbeRq`pERbeLq,
and A2  Γ1pS b E b eq. The latter space consists of distributions and Γ1 is denoting the
fact that the sections we consider have the form fpsq   °λPΛ0 δps  λqaλ. Now we can
consider a Dolbeault-type family of complexes which depend on ζ holomorphically
Cζ : 0 Ñ A0 δ0ÝÑ A1 δ1ÝÑ A2 Ñ 0, (99)
with
δ0 : f ÞÑ

pDt   ζZ:qf
pZ   ζD:t qf
pJ   ζI:qfΛ0
pBLR  ζpBRLq:qfR   pbRL   ζpbLRq:qfL
pbLR  ζpbRLq:qfR   pBRL   ζpBLRq:qfL
, (100)
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and
δ1  pZ   ζD:t , Dt   ζZ:q  
¸
λPΛ0
δps λqpIλ  ζJ:λq
 
¸
ePE

δps tpeqqpBRLe  ζpBLRe q:q   δps hpeqqpbLRe  ζpbRLe q:q
 δps tpeqqpbRLe   ζpbLRe q:q   δps hpeqqpBLRe   ζpBRLe q:q

, (101)
i.e. for ψ P ΓpS b E b eq, χ PW, v P EL bE eR, and v  P ER bE eL we have
δ1 :

ψ
χ
v
v 
 ÞÑ pZ   ζD:t qψ1   pDt   ζZ:qψ2   ¸
λPΛ0
δps λqpIλ  ζJ:λqχλ
 
¸
ePE

δps tpeqqpBRLe  ζpBLRe q:qve   δps hpeqqpbLRe  ζpbRLe q:qve
 δps tpeqqpbRLe   ζpbLRe q:qve    δps hpeqqpBLRe   ζpBRLe q:qve 

, (102)
The exactness condition δ1δ0  0 at A1 is satisfied for all ζ if and only if
µLpQ,B, T q b 1e   1E b µspb, tq  0, (103)
which is exactly our choice of the matching of the moment map values of Eq. (86).
Basic Hodge theory becomes very powerful in this setup if one observes that Eq. (96)
implies that the Dirac operator is directly related to the operator δ1  δ:0 : A1 Ñ A0 `A2,
namely  1 ζ¯
ζ 1


D:t  δ1  δ:0. (104)
This implies that Dn1  δ:1  δ0. As we argued in Section 6, away from the special locus
D the equation DΨ  0 has no solutions6. It follows that both Ker δ0 and Ker δ:1 are empty
and thus H0pCζq  0 and H2pCζq  0.
Now, similarly to the case of instantons on a four-torus discussed in [47], we argue
that the only interesting cohomology of Cζ can be identified with the kernel of D:t operator
H1pCζq  KerD:t . It is clear that any element of ψ P KerD:t is in Ker δ1, since, due to
Eq. (96) δ1ψ  0 is the second component of the equation nD:tψ  0.
6Ker D is empty, since, as we argued, the operator D:D is strictly positive away from the divisor D and
KerD:D  0.
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The opposite inclusion Ker δ1  KerD: follows from the following argument. For any
representative η P Ker δ1 we consider η   δ0ρ which is also in Ker δ1. We seek ρ satisfying
the following condition δ:0pη  δ0ρq  0. Since Ker δ0  0 the operator δ:0δ0 is invertible and
we can solve for ρ  pδ:0δ0q1δ:0η.
If one views the Nahm transform as a form of the Fourier transform, then the fact that
it is an isometry is a form of the Plancherel theorem. This fact has been proved for the
Nahm transform of instantons on a four-torus in [48]. For the original ADHM construction
of instantons on R4 it was proved in [49], for instantons on ALE spaces in [6], for the
monopoles in [50], and for doubly-periodic instantons in [51]. As we demonstrated above,
the Nahm transform of Section 6 is a triholomorphic isomorphism. To prove that it is an
isometry it remains to be shown that the holomorphic two-form is also preserved. Based
on the cases listed and on the fact that in our case the Nahm transform still respects all
of the complex structures, we work now under the hypothesis that the moduli space of
instantons is isometric to the moduli space of the corresponding bow representation. We
now turn to study these spaces.
8 Moduli Spaces of Instantons
The moduli space of a bow representation was defined so far as an infinite hyperka¨hler
quotient, i.e. the space appeared as a hyperka¨hler reduction of an infinite-dimensional
affine space by an infinite-dimensional group. There are various ways of writing each such
moduli space as a finite hyperka¨hler quotient, each useful and interesting in its own right.
8.1 Moduli Space of Instantons as a Finite Hyperka¨hler Quotient
Limiting our attention to some subinterval Iασ of length l
α
σ  λα 1σ  λασ , in any given
trivialization of Eασ Ñ Iασ the space of the Nahm data associated with it consists of the
Nahm matrices T0, T1, T2, T3 of size R
α
σ Rασ and boundary conditions (9), such that T0 is
regular and Tj have poles at each end of the interval forming representations of dimension
Rασ  Rα 1σ at the right end, if this quantity is positive, and of dimension Rασ  Rα1σ ,
if this quantity is positive. If either of these rank changes is not positive, then all Ti
are regular at the corresponding end. Also, in the case α  0 or rσ all Tj are regular at,
respectively, the left or right end. Let us denote the space of the Nahm data satisfying these
conditions and solving the Nahm equations within the interval modulo the action of the
group of the gauge transformations which are trivial at the ends by ORασ pRα1σ , Rα 1σ ; lασ q.
These hyperka¨hler manifolds were extensively studied; see for example [52], where they are
described as submanifolds in T Glpn,Cq. To mention one such space, in any given complex
structure Onpn, n, lq is T Glpn,Cq  Glpn,Cqglpn,Cq with Kirillov-Konstant form as its
complex symplectic form [39].
Consider the group G0 of gauge transformations that have trivial action at the ends of
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all of the subintervals
G0 
!
g
gppσRq  gppσLq  gpλq  0) . (105)
Performing the hyperka¨hler reduction by G0 we reduce Dat  N ` Fin ` Fout ` B ` B¯ to
the finite-dimensional space. Reduction on each interval produces one of the spaces
Oασ  ORασ pRα1σ , Rα 1σ ; lασ q, for α  1, 2, . . . , rσ (106)
O0σ  OR0σpR0σ, R1σ; l0σq, (107)
Orσσ  ORrσσ pRrσ1σ , Rrσσ ; lrσσ q. (108)
The Nahm data is the only component of Dat that transforms under G0 and
N {{G0 
σ`PI
rσ
α`0
Oασ . (109)
It is clear that the group G{G0 is the finite-dimensional group of gauge transformations
at the ends of the intervals and at the λ-points. Thus the total moduli space of a bow
representation R is the finite hyperka¨hler quotient
MR  Fin ` Fout ` B ` B¯
σ`,α
Oασ
MMM¹
Uασ  UL  UR, (110)
where UL 
±
σ UpR0σq, UR 
±
σ UpRrσσ q, and Uασ  U
 
mintRασ , Rα1σ u

for 0   α   rσ.
The structure of the spaces Oασ is quite interesting and they provide a useful realization
to the moduli space of the bow representation. Nevertheless, this is not the realization we
find most useful in what follows.
8.2 A Different Finite Quotient Realization
Let us now focus on the moduli space of a representation of an A-type bow. Our results
will generalize easily from this to the general case. Following Bielawski [53] and [54] we
use the following spaces: Fnpm, cq  Onpm,n; cq. A space Fnpm, cq is the space of gauge
equivalence classes of the file n Nahm data on an interval of length c that are regular on
one end and have a pn mq  pn mq block with a pole at the other end with residues
forming an irreducible representation of sup2q.
On the other hand the general Onpm1,m2; lq space can be represented in terms of
F -spaces as Onpm1,m2; lq  Fnpm1, cq  Fnpm2, l  cq{{Upnq for any positive c   l.
Let us choose a point ptασ in each interval I
α
σ , so for any σ and α  0, . . . , rσ we
have ptασ P Iασ . Each interval Iασ is divided into two parts by ptασ . We denote the length
of the left part by cασ , so 0 ¤ cασ ¤ lασ , and the length of the right part by lασ  cασ .
Now we can write the moduli space MR as a finite quotient in a different way. Let
Fm,m1pc, c1q  Fnpm, cq  Fnpm1, c1q{{Upmintm,m1uq for m  m1 and let Fm,mpc, c1q 
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Fmpm, cq  Fmpm, c1q  C2m{{Upmq. We define these spaces as in [54]. We need one more
ingredient associated to each edge of the bow. This is the space Gm,m1pc, c1q  Fmpm, cq 
Fm1pm1, c1q  C2mm1{{Upmq  Upm1q.
Let Gc be the subgroup of G consisting of the gauge transformations that are identity
at the chosen points ptασ :
Gc  tg|gpptασq  1u . (111)
Then G{Gc ±σ,α UpRασq.
For each interval consider the space
Intσ 
rσ¹
α1
FRα1σ ,Rασ
plα1σ  cα1σ , cασq
NN rσ¹
α1
UpRασq. (112)
Now
MR 
¹
σ
Intσ 
¹
e
G
R
rtpeq
tpeq
,R0
hpeq
plrtpeqtpeq  c
rtpeq
tpeq , c
0
hpeqq
NN¹
UpRrtpeqtpeq q  UpR0hpeqq
	
. (113)
Of course, one can choose pt0σ  pσL and all ptrσσ  pσR so that c0σ  0 and crσσ  lrσσ for
every σ. In this case
G
R
rtpeq
tpeq
,R0
hpeq
plrtpeqtpeq  c
rtpeq
tpeq , c
0
hpeqq  C2R
0
hpeq
R
rtpeq
tpeq , (114)
and we quotient the product of Fm,m1 , Fm, and C2mm
1
types of spaces only. For any regular
representation of a general bow, not necessarily of A-type, we have the following formula
MR 
¹
σPI
Intσ 
¹
ePE
C2R
0
hpeq
R
rtpeq
tpeq
NN¹
σPI
 
UpR0σq  UpRrσσ q

. (115)
To demonstrate the usefulness of this realization let us compute the dimension of the
moduli spaces of a representation of an A-type bow, if this moduli space is not empty.
For m   n the space Fnpm, cq is biholomorphic to Glpn,Cq  glpm,Cq Cn m [55, 52]
and
dimC Fnpm, cq  npn  1q  mpm  1q, (116)
while for m  n the space Fnpn, cq is biholomorphic to Glpn,Cq  glpn,Cq and
dimC Fnpn, cq  2n2. (117)
For any n and m ¤ n
dimC Fm,m1pc, c1q  mpm  1q  m1pm1   1q. (118)
Since for m  m1 we have Fm,mpc, c1q  Fmpm, cq  Fmpm, c1q  C2m{{Upmq, this gives
dimC Fm,mpc, c1q  2m2   2m2   2m  2m2  2mpm   1q. For the case m   m1 we
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have instead Fm,mpc, c1q  Fmpm, cq  F 1mpm, c1q{{Upmq which gives dimC Fm,m1pc, c1q 
2m2   mpm   1q   m1pm1   1q  2m2  mpm   1q   m1pm1   1q. The case m ¡ m1 is
completely analogous leading to the same answer.
The dimensions of the spaces Gm,m1pc, c1q  Fmpm, cq  Fm1pm1, c1q  C2mm1{{Upmq 
Upm1q associated to the edges are dimCGm,m1pc, c1q  2m2 2pm1q2 2mm12m22pm1q2
giving
dimCGm,m1pc, c1q  2mm1. (119)
Consider some interval Iσ. In order to avoid cumbersome notation we choose to suppress
the σ subscript on all relevant quantities. Since the internal space associated to Iσ is
Intσ  FR0,R1pl0c0, c1qFR1,R2pl1c1, c2q. . . FRr1,Rrplr1cr1, crq{{UpR1qUpR2q
. . . UpRrq its dimension is
dimC Int  R0pR0   1q  RrpRr   1q  
r1¸
α1
 
2RαpRα   1q  2pRαq2 (120)
 R0pR0   1q  RrpRr   1q  
r1¸
α1
2Rα. (121)
For an edge e P E let ∆Re  |Rtpeq  Rhpeq|. Assembling the internal spaces Intσ with
the spaces GRtpeq,Rhpeq associated with the edges we find the dimension
dimCMR  2
¸
σ
rσ1¸
α1
Rασ   2
¸
ePE
mintRrtpeqtpeq , R0hpequ 
¸
ePE
∆Rep∆Re  1q. (122)
9 Asymptotic Metric on the Moduli Space of Instantons on
a multi-Taub-NUT Space
9.1 Balanced Bifundamentals
Let us first consider an Ak1 bow representation, such that for each edge the rank of the
fiber at its head equals to the rank of the fiber at its tail. We call such a representation
a balanced representation. All other moduli spaces can be reduced to these. For the Ak1
diagram this condition means that for any σ  1, . . . , k the ranks of Erσσ and E0σ 1 are
equal: Rrσσ  R0σ 1 and Rrkk  R01.
Until now we were labeling the subintervals by pairs pσ, αq with σ  1, . . . , k and
α  0, 1, . . . , rσ. For our purposes here it is convenient to label the subintervals between
the λ-points by τ  1, . . . , n in the following manner. Consider a map pσ, αq ÞÑ τ given by
τ 
σ1¸
ρ1
rσ   α. (123)
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This map is invertible if α  0 and α  rσ and it maps the pairs pσ, rσq and pσ   1, 0q to
the same value of τ. When invertible, the inverse map is given by
σpτq  min
!
ρ
 τ ¤ ρ¸
ρ10
rρ1
)
, αpτq  τ 
σ1¸
ρ0
rρ. (124)
Let lτ be the length of the corresponding subinterval I
α
σ if α  0, rσ and let it be the sum
of the lengths of Irσσ and I
0
σ 1 otherwise.
Let us define integers Mγσ  Rγσ with γ  0, 1, . . . , rσ  1. These integers are the
ranks of the bundles on all subintervals except for the rightmost subintervals Irσσ . Let
Mσ 
°rσ1
γ0 M
γ
σ and M 
°
Mσ. We also let l
β
σ denote the length of the subinterval I
β
σ
for β  1, 2, . . . , rσ  1 and l0σ be the sum of the lengths of Irσ1σ1 and I0σ. The moduli space
M of this bow representation has quaternionic dimension M.
We now construct a certain space Map associated to this bow representation and an
incomplete hyperka¨hler metric gap on it that serves as an exponentially good approximation
to the moduli space metric in some asymptotic regions. We begin by assigning Mγσ points
in R3 to each subinterval with with γ  0, . . . , rσ1 (the rightmost subintervals excluded).
This is exactly the number equal to the rank of the corresponding vector bundle. Each
point has coordinate vector ~xj and an associated phase τj  τj   4pi. We shall treat points
belonging to the same subinterval as undistinguishable, thus we’ll have to divide by the
corresponding direct product of symmetric groups S ±σ±rσ1γ0 SMγσ to obtain Map.
We have a total of M points numbered by j  1, . . . ,M and we introduce functions fpjq
and tpjq such that the point i is associated with the subinterval Iγσ if and only if σ  fpiq
and γ  tpiq. Let us refer to fpiq as the flavor of a point i and tpiq as the type of a point i.
It is also convenient to introduce gpiq  tpiq  °fpiq1σ0 Mσ. These functions can be defined
by
fpiq  min
#
ρ
 i ¤ ¸
σ¤ρ
Mσ
+
, (125)
tpiq  min
$&%b  i ¤ ¸
σ fpiq
Mσ  
¸
c¤b
M cfpiq
,.- , (126)
gpiq  min
#
b
 i ¤ ¸
c¤b
M cfpiq
+
. (127)
Let lpiq be the length of the associated interval or, if tpiq  rfpiq, the sum of the lengths of
the associated interval I0σ and of I
rσ1
σ1 , i.e. lpiq  ltpiqfpiq   δ0,tpiql
rfpiq1
fpiq1 .
We now introduce the hyperka¨hler metric
gap  Φijd~xi  d~xj  
 
Φ1

ij
pdτi   ωiqpdτj   ωjq, (128)
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with
Φij 
$&%lpiq  
δ0,tpiq
|~xi ~νfpiq|
 °ki sik|~xi~xk| if i  j,
 sij|~xi~xj | if i  j,
(129)
where sij is given by the affine Cartan matrix Cαβ of the instanton gauge group
sij  Cgpiq,gpjq 
$''''''&''''''%
2 if fpiq  fpjq and tpiq  tpjq,
1 if fpiq  fpjq and |tpiq  tpjq|  1,
1 if fpjq  fpiq   1, tpjq  0, tpiq Mfpiq1,
1 if fpiq  fpjq   1, tpiq  0, tpiq Mfpjq1,
0 otherwise.
(130)
We understand (128) as a hyperka¨hler metric on the space M˜ of real dimension 4M fibered
by M -dimensional tori TM over the configuration space of M points in R3. This metric
clearly has M triholomorphic isometries acting on the torus. The product S of symmetric
groups acts isometrically on M˜ by permuting the points of the same type. We defineMap
as the quotient of M˜ by this group: Map  M˜{S.
Let D1 Map be the set of points with ~xi  ~xj for any i and j with gpiq  gpjq. Then
there is D  M and a bijection φ : MzD Ñ MapzD1. Thus ~xj , τj up to the action of
S can serve as local coordinates on MzD. Moreover, the metric g on M is exponentially
close to gapp of Eq. (128) in the following sense. If Rad  mint|~xi  ~xj |
gpiq  gpjqu
is the minimal distance between the points of the same kind, then in the region of large
Rad the metric g on M asymptotically approaches the metric gap exponentially fast, i.e.
|g  gap|   exppCRadq.
In order to prove this statement one can employ theorems and techniques developed
by Bielawski in [53] and [54]. This proof will appear in a forthcoming publication [56].
9.2 General Case
Here we consider the case of general rank, i.e. we impose no relation on the ranks of Erσσ
and E0σ 1. Let the difference of these two ranks be denoted by ∆Rσ  R0σ 1Rrσσ , and let
us introduce the quantities cτσ by
cτσ 
zpσq ∆Rσ¸
γzpσq
γzpσq
|∆Rσ   zpσq  γ|δppγ  τqmodnq. (131)
Given the ranks
Rτ 
$&%R
βpτq
σpτq if βpτq  0,
min
!
R0σpτq, R
rσpτq1
σpτq1
)
if βpτq  0, (132)
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we let
Mτ  Rτ 
¸
σ
cτσ. (133)
If any Mτ is negative then the moduli space of this representation is empty. If all Mτ
are nonnegative then the moduli spaces has real dimension 4
°n
τ1Mτ and the metric on
it is given by Eqs. (128) and (129).
10 Conclusions
For every bow representation we define bow solutions. The main result of this work is the
formulation of the ADHM-Nahm transform that for a pair of bow representations L and s
and a given solution of L constructs a bundle with a connection on the moduli spaceMs of
s. We prove that in any of the complex structures on Ms the corresponding holomorphic
bundle is flat, thus the curvature of this connection is of type p1, 1q in any of the complex
structures. Whenever Ms is four-dimensional this implies that the curvature is self-dual7.
Our main goal is to construct instantons on ALF spaces. We realize each of these
spaces as a moduli space Ms of a concrete bow representation. Thus, for any solution of
any other representation L of the same bow, using the ADHM-Nahm transform we have
formulated, one obtains an instanton solution on the ALF space Ms.
The relation of the quiver moduli spaces to the representation theory is most intrigu-
ing. This relation remains to be explored for the bow moduli spaces. In particular, our
realization of the moduli space of a bow as a finite hyperka¨hler quotient leads to a nat-
ural generalization of the notion of a quiver representation. Certain bow representations,
namely those that are reciprocal to the the balanced ones, produce all quiver representa-
tions in the limit of zero interval size. In this case a quiver has some vector spaces assigned
to its vertices. By exploring the limit of a general bow representation one would obtain a
new notion for a quiver representation. Now, the objects assigned to a quiver vertex would
be not only vector spaces. We expect these objects to be flag manifolds.
We did not treat a number of important analytic questions in this manuscript. Among
these are the proofs of finiteness of the action of the self-dual connection provided by the
bow construction, the analysis of the smoothness of the resulting connection, the isometry
between the moduli space of self-dual connections and the moduli space of the large bow
representation. We imagine that the analytic techniques developed for treating similar
questions in the case of calorons and instantons on ALE spaces extend to the current
setup, however, it requires careful further analysis.
If one is motivated to study the moduli spaces of instantons or the bow varieties by their
relations to the representation theory or by the quantum gauge theories, then the question
of L2 cohomology of these spaces becomes important. For a general study of instantons on
7This curvature is anti-self-dual in the conventional orientation chosen in the mathematics literature.
See the footnote on page 4
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ALF spaces the compactification of Hausel-Hunsicker-Mazzeo [57] of the base space proved
to be very useful. We expect it to play a role in the study of the L2 cohomology of the
moduli spaces of instantons on these spaces as well.
We have defined the notions of a bow, its representation, and the moduli space of a
representation. There is an obvious limit of a bow in which it degenerates into a quiver.
In this limit a representation for which the bundle rank does not change at any of the
λ-points produces a representation of the corresponding quiver. For such representations
in any given complex structure the moduli space of the bow and the moduli space of
the corresponding quiver are isomorphic as complex varieties. We emphasize, however,
that as differential manifolds, they are different. In particular the L2 cohomology of the
bow representation is typically larger than that of the corresponding quiver. Other bow
representations have interesting moduli spaces which do not degenerate to the conventional
quiver varieties in the quiver limit.
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